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Tom Redman rule 
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“Data acquires value  
when it’s on the move”  

Tom Redman, 2008 



Tom Breur corollary 
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“Data Quality issues arise  
when data is ‘on the move’, & 

represent  
cracks in the value chain”  

Tom Breur, 2012 



Two types of DQ challenges 
 Organizational: 

 (Slightly) different definitions for seemingly 
similar business entities (e.g.: “customer”) 

 Misalignment of performance objectives 
 Conforming dimensions is –essentially– a 

political process 
 Technical: 

 Traditional DWH architectures do not support 
DQ resolution and governance very well 
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“Organizational” challenges (1) 
 (Slightly) different definitions for seemingly 

similar business entities (e.g.: “customer”)  
 MDM programs are never fully completed, 

and rarely seem to come to fruition 
 Hence: common terminology and definitions 

across the company are (exceedingly) rare 
 BI team doesn’t “own” the semantic gap 

between source systems & data interpretation  
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“Organizational” challenges (2) 
 Misalignment of performance objectives 
 Stakeholders across the business, receive 

irreconcilable targets 
 Distinct business processes pursue “locally 

optimal” targets 
 Hence: their reporting needs, and ‘outlook’ on 

corporate facts will differ 
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“Organizational” challenges (3) 
 Conforming dimensions is –essentially– a 

political process 
 Conforming dimensions requires (exactly) 

matching entity definitions 
 Without globally agreed upon dimensions, no 

“single version of the truth” is possible 
 Dimension definition impacts (“semantic”) 

interpretation of source system facts 
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“Technical” challenges (1) 
 Traditional DWH architectures do not support 

DQ resolution and governance very well 
 Data warehousing needs to bridge the 

“semantic gap” between source system 
data, and corporate reporting 
 ‘Inverse reporting’ of “semantic gap” (Big T) 

requires omnipresent traceability and 
(immediate) backward lineage 

 Bridging the “semantic gap” requires insight in 
(all!) incumbent business rules 
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“Technical” challenges (2) 
 Traditional DWH architectures do not support 

DQ resolution and governance very well 
 Big Data is increasing the “pressure to 

deliver”: a range from OLAP/Dimensional 
to Self-Service functionality required 
 Teams cannot do “everything” for “everybody” 
 (early releases of) Data need to be made 

available sooner 
 Traditional (Inmon & Kimball) modeling 

approaches do not support agility! 
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Inmon ⇔ Kimball (1) 
3-tiered 2-tiered 
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Inmon ⇔ Kimball (2) 
Problems with Inmon 
  Uncovering the ‘correct’ 

3NF model requires 
scarce business expertise 

  Unclear where 3NF 
model boundaries begin 
and end 

  Model redesigns trigger a 
cascading nightmare of 
parent-child key updates 

Problems with Kimball 
  Smallest unit of delivery 

is a Star 
  Incremental growth adds 

prohibitive overhead 

  Dimensional structure is 
very rigid → not 
conducive to expansion 
or change 

  Conforming dimensions is 
hard, in particular without 
access to data 
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“Technical” challenges (3) 
 Traditional DWH architectures do not support 

DQ resolution and governance very well 
 Lower data latency is increasing the 

“pressure to deliver” 
 DWH Automation can enable faster delivery 
 (early releases of) Data need to be made 

available sooner, not always necessarily in 
dimensional format (yet) 
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“Technical” challenges (4) 
 Traditional DWH architectures do not support 

DQ resolution and governance very well 
 Inflexible data modeling paradigms dictate 

(too) early commitments 
 Agile recommends “delaying decisions to the 

last responsible moment” 
 Only when data (in ‘some’ form) are available 

can conforming dimensions become an 
informed and democratic process 
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3-tiered DWH architecture 
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Conclusion (1) 
 Most “hard” work goes in bridging the 

“semantic gap”: 
 opportunities abound for (slight) errors and 

misunderstanding 
 When business silos disagree on entity 

definition, the flow of value is disrupted 
 Changes in entity numbers across 

business functions constitutes a loss ($) 
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Conclusion (2) 
 Committing (too) early how to model data, 

makes BI “owner” of the resulting solution 
 That includes (all of) the data quality “errors” 

that result from design decisions 
 Data traceability (backward lineage) 

enables BI to be a responsible steward, 
without becoming owner of (any) “errors” 
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Have your cookies and eat them too! 


